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Abstract 
In the twentieth century at different times and in different places Communication 

technologies expanded. In the first the telephone invented as a wired technology and then as a 

wireless technology. In the later of the century computer communication has development. we 

can define the routing protocols as set of rules by which routers dynamically share their routing 

information. 

Secured ad hoc routing protocols present a challenge, due to inherent characteristics of 

distributed cooperation, constrained capabilities of the nodes, open medium and dynamic 

topology. Due to such characteristics, these networks are highly susceptible to malicious attacks 

that may arise from several causes; non-deliberately when a node is damaged or deliberately 

when a node may need to save its resources, consume other node's resources, or isolate 

legitimate nodes from using the network. Most of the current ad hoc routing protocols are 

disrupted by malicious attacks. The most popular ad hoc routing protocol is the Dynamic Source 

Routing protocol(DSR) which is protocol finds the route when required dynamically and is on-

demand source routing protocol. The DSR protocol contains two phases in its routing structure: 

route detection and route maintenance.  To ensure the correct operations of DSR, provide 

security against malicious attacks is very important. This paper proposes a secured DSR; 

SecDSR which is protocol point -to- point certification of routing packets shared key between 

the two parties and using a Message Authentication Code (MAC) based on Ariadne protocol 

which relies on symmetric cryptography that is able to authenticate the source who initiated 

route discovery process to provide authentication. The tools and method that which used is it can 

used in conjunction with different mechanisms, one of which is TESLA (Timed Efficient Stream 

Loss tolerant Authentication) that setups shared secret keys beforehand. In this case time stamps 

are used to validate keysThe impact on performance caused by the use of such secured protocol 

is evaluated through simulation on NS-2. The DSR without security is first simulated. Then the 

secured version of the protocol; SecDSR is simulated. The analysis of simulation results revealed 

that secured ad hoc routing is achievable at the expense of increased routing overhead and end-

to-end delay.  
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 الخلاصة
إْ رم١ٕبد الارصبلاد لذ رٛسؼذ ثشىً ٍِسٛظ فٟ أػٛاَ ِخزٍفخ ِٓ اٌمشْ اٌؼشش٠ٓ ٚفٟ اِبوٓ ِخزٍفخ ِٓ اٌؼبٌُ.اْ اٚي 

٘برف اثزىش وبْ ضّٓ اٌزم١ٕخ اٌسٍى١خ ثُ رطٛس ثؼذ رٌه اٌٝ اٌزم١ٕخ اٌلاسٍى١خ.ارصبلاد اٌسٛاس١ت رطٛسد ثشىً وج١ش فٟ 

ٗ ػٍٝ أٙب ِدّٛػخ ِٓ اٌمٛاػذ اٌزٟ ِٓ خلاٌٙب ٠ّىٓ ٌٍّٛخٙبد اْ رمَٛ ثشىً اٚاخش اٌمشْ.٠ّىٓ رؼش٠ف ثشٚرٛوٛلاد اٌزٛخ١
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د٠ٕب١ِىٟ ثّشبسوخ ِؼٍِٛبد اٌزٛخ١ٗ اٌخبصخ ثٙب.رٌه ٚثسجت اٌخصبئص اٌّزأصٍخ ٌٍزؼبْٚ اٌّٛصع,لذساد اٌؼمذ 

وزٌه ٚثسجت .رشىً رسذ٠ب فؼ١ٍباٌذ٠ٕب١ِى١خ فبْ ثشرٛوٛلاد اٌزٛخ١ٗ اٌّخصصٗ اٌّؤِٕخ  طٛثٌٛٛخ١باٌّم١ذح,اٌٛسبئظ اٌّفزٛزخ ٚ 

٘زٖ اٌخصبئص فبْ اٌشجىبد رىْٛ شذ٠ذح اٌزؼشض ٌٍٙدّبد اٌخج١ثخ ٚاٌزٟ لذ رٕشب ػٓ ػذح اسجبة لذ رىْٛ ثؼضٙب غ١ش ِزؼّذ 

وزٍف ػمذح ِثلا اٚ لذ رىْٛ ِمصٛدح رٌه ػٕذِب رمَٛ اٌؼمذح ثبسزٙلان ِٛاسد ػمذح اخشٜ ػٕذِب رسزبج اٌٝ زفع ِٛاسد٘ب اٚ 

ِٓ  ٠DSRؼزجش ثشٚرٛوٛي اي .اٌؼمذح اٌصس١سخ ِٓ اٌشجىخ ٚثسجت ٘زٖ اٌٙدّبد فبْ ِؼظُ ثشٚرٛوٛلاد اٌزٛخ١ٗ رزؼطًػضي 

اوثش ثشٚرٛوٛلاد اٌزٛخ١ٗ ا١ّ٘خ ار ٠ؼًّ ٘زا اٌجشٚرٛوٛي ػٍٝ ا٠دبد اٌّسبس ثشىً د٠ٕب١ِىٟ ػٕذ اٌسبخخ ٚثشٚرٛوٛي رٛخ١ٗ 

١ٕزٗ ػٍٝ ِشزٍز١ٓ الاٌٚٝ اٌىشف ػٓ اٌّسبس ٚاٌثب١ٔخ ص١بٔخ اٌّسبس.اْ ِٓ اٌّصذس ػٕذ اٌسبخخ.٠سزٛٞ ٘زا اٌجشٚرٛوٛي فٟ ث

 DSRالا١ّ٘خ اٌمصٜٛ اْ ٠مَٛ ٘زا اٌجشٚرٛوٛي ثؼٍّٗ ثشىً صس١ر ٌزٛف١ش الآِ ضذ اٌٙدّبد اٌخج١ثخ.فٟ ٘زا اٌجسث رُ ػًّ 

اٌطشف١ٓ ٚثبسزخذاَ سِض ِصبدلخ اٌّؤِٓ اٌزٞ ٠ؼًّ ِٓ ٔمطخ اٌٝ ٔمطخ اخشٜ ثشٙبدح زضَ اٌزٛخ١ٗ زست ِفزبذ ِشزشن ث١ٓ 

اٌزٟ ٟ٘ لبدسح ػٍٝ ِصبدلخ اٌّصذس اٌزٞ ثذأ اٌشسبٌخ رٌه ثبلاػزّبد ػٍٝ ثشٚرٛوٛي اس٠بدْ اٌزٞ ٠ؼزّذ ػٍٝ اٌزشف١ش اٌّزّبثً 

فٟ ٘زا اٌجسث رُ اسزخذاَ ادٚاد ٚطشق ِخزٍفخ اسزخذِذ خٕجب اٌٝ خٕت ِغ رم١ٕبد .ػ١ٍّخ اوزشبف اٌطش٠ك إٌٝ رٛف١ش اٌّصبدلخ

ٚاٌزٞ ٠مَٛ ثز١ٙئخ اٌّفبر١ر اٌسش٠خ اٌّشزشوخ ثشىً (ِٛلٛد وفبءح ر١بس خسبسح اٌّصبدلخ اٌّزسبِسخ) TESLAِخزٍفخ ِٕٙب 

إٌبخُ ػٓ  ِٓ خلاي اٌزأث١ش ٠زُ رم١١ُ الأداءز١ث ٚفٟ ٘زٖ اٌسبٌخ رسزخذَ اٌطٛاثغ اٌض١ِٕخ ٌٍزسمك ِٓ صسخ اٌّفبر١ر . ِسجك

إٌسخخ ثؼذ رٌه ثُ  ,ثذْٚ اٞ ا١ِٕخ DSRِسبوبح  اٚلا ٠زُز١ث ,NS2اٌّسبوبح ػٍٝ  ِٓ خلاي اٌّؤِٓاسزخذاَ اٌجشٚرٛوٛي 

ٌٚىٓ ٠ىْٛ ٠ّىٓ رسم١مٗ  اٌّؤِٓأْ اٌزٛخ١ٗ اٌّخصص  ث١ٕذ ٔزبئح اٌّسبوبح إْ رس١ًٍ. رٙبِٓ اٌجشٚرٛوٛي ٠زُ ِسبوب اٌّؤِٕخ

 .ٚاٌزأخ١ش ِٓ طشف إٌٝ طشف ٌٍّٛخٗض٠بدح إٌفمبد اٌؼبِخ ث
 

1. Overview 
Radio mobile nodes are assembling by network of mobile ad hoc dynamically produce a not 

permanent weave without the- method of existent mesh basic structure or centralized 

administration. The nodes are able to influence arbitrarily, changeful the network's topology quickly 

as a result unpredictably. As the radio row of extremely nodes is critically limited, the nodes 

commonly comply with their neighbors inside succession until extend the on the whole 

transmission range of the- network. In this networks, every node sending packages for other mobile 

nodes which may not be in the straight transmission range of each other, also it works not only as 

host, but further acts as a router. The assumption that routing protocols are depend on is that 

intermediary nodes will not alteration or drop the packets passed between nodes and all nodes will 

cooperate. To this assumption the dynamic and cooperative nature of network of mobile ad hoc 

presents substantial challenges. In a network of mobile ad hoc without node cooperation routes 

cannot be established, and packages cannot be sent. However, because any node could misbehave 

the cooperative behavior cannot be taken for granted, thereby forming a threat to the security of the 

exchanged packets between the mobile nodes [1], [2]. 

Individual nodes may not have any common interests and may not cooperate due to selfish 

behavior or malicious behavior. The non-cooperative behavior of selfish nodes is a result of fact 

that they want to, CPU cycles and memory save power. Wicked behavior is not mainly worried with 

power or any other savings but concerned in attacking and harmful the net by launching malicious 

attacks aiming to disrupt operation of routing protocols. Malicious nodes are defined here as nodes 

which cannot authenticate themselves as legitimate nodes because the lack of valid cryptographic 

information. There are two kinds of malicious attacks against network of mobile ad hoc: active and 

passive. The attacker in the active attacks, can upset the right works of a routing protocol by 

fabricating false information of router, by modifying router information, and by identity theft the 

other nodes [3], [4].  The attacker in the passive attacks not upset the routing protocol, it only 

tapping based on endeavors and packets of routing to extraction the significant facts such network 

topology and hierarchy of node from it. Especially if the nodes network of ad hoc obtain restricted 

materials such a that CPU processing capacity, memory and low battery power, protection of 

protocols of ad hoc routing it's difficult to design. A network of mobile ad hoc wireless has dual 

problem of security [5]. One, security of data that is sender on routes created via the routing 

protocols and the second is the routing protocols security, which let the nodes to associate with 

another. A routing protocol should implement a set of fundamentals to guarantee that the detect 

route from origin to target works rightly, to protect networks from malicious attacks. The main 

security problems result from the fact that routes are established with the help of intermediary 

nodes. It is therefore important that malicious nodes are to be avoided to update routing packets and 
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only authorized nodes are allowed. Symmetric encryption is used to restrict malicious behavior of 

intermediate nodes [6], [7]. All routing packets between nodes are first encoded and then reply to 

the recipient nodes which share the keys to decrypt the routing packets and, if required, modify it 

according to the routing protocol specifications [8], [9]. The most popular ad hoc routing protocol is 

the DSR [10]. It is active routing protocol and usages a source routing system, which fitting that 

packet header include complete route for the packet. Routing information carried on the control 

information in the header of the DSR packets and nodes are supposed not to change this 

information. However, a malicious node can simply modify and fabricate fields of the routing 

packets. For this reason, authentication is essential to ensure legitimate access to the network. 

Without the proper authentication, no other security requirements like confidentiality, integrity and 

non-repudiation can be correctly implemented [11] as they rely on the accuracy of the authenticated 

protocol. This paper proposes a secured DSR named SecDSR based on Ariadne [12] that is 

depended on the authenticity and secrecy of keys that are stored at the nodes. It can used in 

conjunction with different mechanisms, one of which is TESLA (Timed Efficient Stream Loss 

tolerant Authentication) [13] that setups shared secret keys beforehand. In this case time stamps are 

used to validate keys. The impact on performance caued by the use of such secured protocol is 

evaluated though simulation on NS-2. The DSR without security is first simulated. Then the 

proposed secured version of the protocol; SecDSRis simulated and finally the influence of adding 

protection on the network efficiency is evaluated. 

This paper is organized as the following. Section 2 shortly presents the dynamic source 

routing protocol. Section 3 summarizes the security attacks. Section 4 presents the proposed secured 

DSR. Section 5 briefly reviews the simulation environment, models, methodology, and performance 

metrics. In section 6, stimulant results and analysis are described with several figures to show the 

impact of adding security on performance of unsecured DSR. Lastly, section 7 presented 

conclusions and future work. 
 

2. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) 
A DSR protocol finds the route when required dynamically and is on-demand source routing 

protocol[10]. The DSR protocol contains two phases in its routing structure: route detection and 

route maintenance. To decrease a cost of route detection, every node preserves a cache of source 

routes it has knowledgeable which it belligerently uses to restriction the occurrence and broadcast 

of route demand packets. Once a node wants a route to a target node and cannot take this route to 

that node then its route cache, it begins a route detection process with in the network, and the node 

is treated as the source node the detection [14]. The initiated node constitutes a route demand 

package (RREQ) by identifying the target node and a single identifier form the start node, at that 

moment transmissions the RREQ package to its adjacent, Each node receipt the RREQ, packages, 

and then rebroadcast the RREQ packet, if it has newly seen this demand by identifying the demand 

identifier from the start node, rejects the RREQ. Else, it attaches its specific address to the node list 

of the RREQ packages, and then re transmission the RREQ. When the RREQ reaches the end point, 

the destination node returns by uncasing a route response (RREQ) package backward the adjacent 

node which from it obtain the RREQ. A RREP package, which contains a duplicate of the collected 

list of nodes in the RREQ, is routed rear to the start node by reversing the RREQ path. 

Route preservation is accepted every time there is a damaged link perceived in the specific 

route to the destination. Once the packages are progressive through an exact route, each node 

conducts the package to following the node in route and the next manner recognizes the package 

received. Once a damaged link is perceived in the target path the fragmented link will not recognize 

to the package transferred by the adjacent node, and the node conduct a route error package (RERR) 

to the start node. The initiated then replies to this ERR and ends sending the next packages and will 

look in its route cache for alternate routes and follow the next obtainable path. In paper, route 

caching will be inactivated for the objective to implement route authenticity [10]. 
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3. Threats Analysis for DSR 
DSR does not describe any safety machineries, which makes it weak to several menaces. These 

menaces contain packer fabrication and variation attacks. Meanwhile DSR describes no message 

validity tools, as opponent can for DSR RREQS RREPS or RERRs on behalf of other nodes. The 

controller information is the heading of the DSR packages transmits the routing information and 

nodes are supposed not to alteration this information. Nevertheless, a wicked node can simply 

impersonate or fabricate the routing packets. In impersonation, malicious node imagines to be 

alternative node when it know is IP or MAC address and modifications it to its specific MAC or IP 

address. In forgery, malicious node generates false route packets. In rushing attack [15], when 

wicked node obtains the route demand, it responses with a route response package backward to the 

source and allegation itself as having new sufficient route to the end point no problem even if it 

recognizes the route or not, this fake route reply introduces malicious node as a real destination and 

becomes a member of the active route. The source receipt the route response package from the 

wicked node may fix that the route over wicked node is the new route to the goal and start to 

transfer date packages beside the route through wicked node. As a result, when a malicious node is 

selected on a path, it can take further actions to maliciously disrupt function of the protocol. In 

black hole attack [16], it deletes data packages completely, while in gray hole attack [17], a 

malicious node may delete any route request packets, or route reply, or route error packets. 

Additional attack is the route cache harming attack, in which every node can spy the transport, and 

if it discoveries route information it loads it to its cache for later use. A wicked node can then send 

out the cheat bundles across itself. Then, adjacent nodes catch this and load the route to its own 

cache [18]. The invisible-node attach is another attach in which a malicious nodes deny as the goal 

node in the connection with the initiator and as the initiator in the connection with the destination. 

The majority of existing routing protocols are disrupted by these attacks [19]. Therefore, it is 

important to develop a security mechanism that can prevent malicious attacks. 

The current cryptographic security solution can be broadly divided into categories: asymmetric 

and symmetric cryptographic systems [20]. Bothe needs the presence of an online confident third 

part,. The nodes of mobile are restricted in availability of power, memory, computing resources, 

and communications bandwidth. Therefore it impossible to use asymmetric algorithms for principal 

managing. This algorithms are very arithmetically compact and, therefore, intensive force because 

they include the modulus processes and exponential of huge numbers. Thus, the general method is 

to use symmetric key encryption where the last points of the connection share a secret key. They are 

three to four commands of scale faster to compute, but they are not useful as public key encryption 

methods, which complicate the design of the protocol. Therefore, the proposed secured DSR will be 

based on symmetric cryptography to provide authentication during route discovery, establishment 

and maintenance which is described in the following section in detail. 
 

4. The Secured Dynamic Source Routing; SecDSR Protocol 
A shared key between the two pieces and a Message Authentication Code (MAC) are both 

using in the SecDSR protocol which is point -to- point authentication of routing packets. Whereas, 

for authentication of a broadcast package such as RREQ we used a Time Efficient Stream Loss-

tolerant Authentication(TESLA) broadcast authentication protocol. In TESLA a one way key 

sequence is generating by the sender and in agreement with which it discloses the keys of the 

sequence it defines a schedule in reversal order from generation. All nodes loosely time 

synchronized with each other with fixed synchronization error is assumed. Additional, in the 

network every node is assumed to strongly distribute the authentication commitments to each other 

node and at initialization that TESLA key commitment are established with neighbors. 

The protocol works as indicated in the figure in and its security analysis is proved in it works as 

follows. When a node transfers a route demand it contains its owned address, source or initiator "s", 

the address of the target or end  node "D", a digit "id" that the initiator sets and which has not been 

used recently in initiating the a route detection, a TESSLA time period  "it" that represent the 
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Pessimist predictable arrival time of the RREQ to the target. Then the source of the RREQ 

initializes the hash chain (ho) to MACk (S, D, id, it), this indicate a Message Authentication Code 

(MAC) calculated with key k over single data where k is a symmetric key with source and 

destination. Route request packet contains eight fields as follows: 
 

<REQUEST, source, target, id, ti, hash chain, node list, MAC list> 

Since MAC list and node list is blank in this stage, the RREQ, package appearances as follows: 

<REQUEST,  S, D, id, it, ho, 0.0> 

When an intermediary node (A) obtains RREQ, which is not the destination, its checkup its resident 

table of ‹ originator, id› value from current RREQ, it, has acknowledged to check if it now detect a 

RREQ the node rejects the package. Furthermore, the node checkup incase the time period  in the 

RREQ, is legal. A legal time period  is one that it is not very distant in the future and its equivalent 

key should not be revealed so far yet. The package with illegal time period  is ignored. Else, the 

existing node add its address into the node list, exchanges the hash sequence by a new one 

containing of its address in addition to the old one "h,=H(A, ho)", and adds a MAC to the whole 

package to the list of MAC. The MAC is computed by the TESL A index k' where k' is a TESL A 

index of intermediate node A, and I is the key for the time period  indicated in the RREQ. 

Consequently, MA is defined as following: 

MA= MAC k(REQUEST, S, D, id, ti, hO , (A), 0) 

Lastly, the node rebroadcast the changed RREQ to its adjacent. The target node checkup the 

legitimacy of the route demand upon receipt it. A route demand is considered legal if the keys from 

the indicated time period  have never revealed, and if the embedded hash sequence can be verified. 

Consequently, the destination node (D) receiving the RREQ checkup legitimacy of RREQ by 

defining keys from indicated time period  that not yet revealed and the field of hash sequence is 

equivalent to the following: 

H (nas,is H(…,H(nis MACK(S, id, ti)… ))) 

Where n is a amount of nodes in the mode list and ni is a node address of location i of list of node in 

RREQ. Once the target node fixes the RREQ is legal, it yields a RREP to the originator (S), holding 

the following eight fields: 

<REPLY, destination, source, time period , list of node, list of MAC, destination MAC, key list> 

Then the destination produces and transmissions a route answer package for every legal route 

demand it obtains. A route reaction holds the identical fields with the equivalent route demand, and 

furthermore it holds a destination MAC field and an blank key. The destination field of MAC given 

to compute the MAC of previous field of the route reaction and key the destination share with the 

initiator.  

because key list is empty in this case, RREP packet appearance as 

<REPLY, D, S, it, (A), (MA), MD, o> 

The reaction is advanced rear to the originator by following the opposite of the route embedded in 

the list of node, as indicated by the DSR protocol. An intermediary node that accepts the route 

reaction delays till the indicated time interim permits it to release its key, which it adds to list of the 

key and forward the communication to the following node. Upon receipt a route reaction, the 

originator validates the legitimacy of every key in key list, of the destination MAC in the list of the 

MAC. Node sending PRWO delays till it is capable to reveal its own key from indicated time 

interim; then it adds the field of the key list in the REPLY to its key from that time interim and 

forward the package depend on to originator route specified in package. The route reaction package 

appearances as follows: 

<REPLY, D, S, ti, (A), (MA), MD,(K')> 

Lastly, after the originator obtains a RBEP, it validates every key in list of the key it legal, 

destination MAC legal, and every MAC in list of MAC is legal. Whenever each these toys succeed, 

the node takes the RREP. The SecDSR protocol also protect rout maintenance, which guarantees 

the legitimacy of route error packages about fragmented links in the network of the ad hoc. A node 

that produces a route error contains TESLA authentication parts in the package. Consequently, 
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every node that frontwards the route error towards the destination is able to validating it. The 

intermediary nodes buffer the route error package and its validation does not happen till the node 

that produced it releases the key. 
 

Figure 1 illustrate an example of route detection in the proposed SeeDSR. 

 

 

 

 

 

S:                 ho=MACksD=(REQUEST), S. D, id, in  

S          *     (REQUEST, S. D, id, in, if, ho, o.o) 

A:                h1 = H {A, ho} 

                        Ms = MACkA (REQUEST. S.D. id . ti  h. (A) . o) 

A          *         (REQUEST.S. D. ID. TI. H1. (A). (MA) 

B:                    h2= H1 (B. h1) 

                               MBB=MAC kB (REQUEST. S. D. id, h2. (A . B).(MA) 

B *          (REQUEST.S. D. I d. it .h2 . (A). (MA. M2 ) 

C:                            h3  = H(C. h2 ) 

                               MC = MAC.KC  ( REQUEST. S.D Id .it h3 . A .B. C1 (MA..M8  

C                *         (REQUEST.S. D. ID. ti. h2. (A. B .C). (MA . Mk. Mc) 

D:                           MD= MAC kDS (REPLY. D. S.it h) 

D          C:             (REPLY. D. S. it .( A. B . C) . MA . Ma . Mc) Ma . D) 

C       B           (REPLY. D. S. it .( A. B . C) . MA . Ma . Mc) Ma  kD. Kca)) 

B          A            REPLY. D. S. it .( A. B . C) . MA . Ma . Mc) Ma  Kc .kDa)) 

A          s :            REPLY. D. S. it .( A. B . C) . MA . Ma . Mc) Ma  KB .kAs)) 
 

Figure 1 example of route detection in the proposed SeeDSR. 
 

The originator nods S is attempt to fix a route to a destination node D. The font apparent line 

specifies altered information fields, relatively the preceding information of that type. 
 

5. Simulation Environment 
All nodes are synchronized loosely time with each with fixed synchronization errors. 

Additional, every node is assumed to safely dis- tribute obligations to each other node in the net and 

those TESLA obligations are well-established with adjacent. Network Simulator NS-2-31- allinone 

package [21] is used to implement the unsecured DSR and SecDSR and to analyzed the effect of 

adding security on achievements. The simulation integrated common technological values 

specifications of IEEE 802, 11b wireless net with network parameters chosen such that real 

communication environment is depicted more accurately. The simulation is performed under 

window operating system using Cygwin Modifications to the current release were done to 

incorporate the SecDSR as a new protocol using C++ code [22].The mobility scenario files and 

communication scenario files are created and  Simulated. A code of Tool Command Language 

(TCL), it is written to prepare wireless simulated elements.To produce trace files that contain a list 

of all most important events such as package transmitted, packet received, packet dropped, type of 

packet source, and destination during a simulate it requires that the TCL script is compiled and run. 

The tracking data is store in as yield file for post-processing. These files are parsed by AWK, in 

order to get information needed to assess achievement measures. The yield is conspired using Excel 

to graphically concentration the performance measures. 
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5.1Simulation Methodology 
In the simulation, mobile nodes randomly move in the flat square of 1500 by 300 meters, and 

the duration of the simulation is 900 seconds. The network density is varied from 10 to 60 nodes in 

a step of 10. Every run of the simulation is accepted as input, the status file that specifies the exactly 

mobility for every node the exactly arrangement of packages initiated by every node. This 

regenerated scenario files ensure that the two versions of the routing protocol run under same 

environmental conditions. There are an overall 20 pairs of interconnecting nodes, with every source 

transfer out stable bit rate (CBR) traffic movement with package size of 64 bytes at a rate of 4 

packages/second. The biggest from finale to finale net wait is 0.2 second. The MAC size, hash size 

and key size are agreed to 80 bits. The TESLA time wait is set to 2 second, and the synchronization 

error is get to 0.1 second as summarized in Table 1. Every data point is serving as an average of ten 

randomly generated scenarios, where seed of each run is varied to influence placement and mobility 

of nodes. The DSR protocol is first simulated on NS.2 and then the SecDSR is implemented as a 

protocol independent module [23]. The SecDSRis duplicated in Ns-2 directory under name 

SecDSR. All files in that directory are changed and the protocol is integrated to the NS-2 simulator. 

The performance metrics for both DSR and seeDSR are evaluate d and then the effect of adding 

security on the performance metrics aanalyed[24],[25]. 
 

Table l Ns-3 Simulation Parameters 
 

Simulator Ns-231 

Examined Protocol DSR, SecDSR 

Simulation Duration 900 seconds 

Simulation Area 1500 m×300m 

Propagation model Two Ray Ground  Reflection 

Link Bandwidth 2Mbps 

Transmission range 259 meter 

First Route demand break 2seconds 

Highest Route demand break 40 seconds 

Cache Size 32 routes 

Mobility model Random Way point 

Maximum Speed 10 meter per second 

Pause time 10 seconds 

Amount of links 20 CBR 

Data load 64 bytes 

package Rate 4 packets per second 

TESL Time Period 2 second 

Pessimistic End to end  broadcast time 02 second 

Highest Time Synchronization Error 0.1second 

Hash Length 80 bits 
 

In table 1 simulation duration, simulation area, propagation model, link bandwidth and 

transmission range represent scenario parameters whereas first route demand break, highest route 

demand break and maximum route request timeout represent DSR parameters, however pessimistic 

end to end  propagation time ,TESL time period , hash length, highest time synchronization error 

represent TESLA parameters. 
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5.2 Performance Metrics 
The performance is evaluated under the same movement models and communication models 

using the following basic metrics are used to gather information about the  natural or unsecured 

DSR and secured DSR routing protocols, with equations provided in the following [26]. 

a) package Delivery Ratio(PDR) 

PDR is the ratio among the numbers of data packages accepted from application layer of target 

nodes to the number of packages that transfer from application layer of initiator nodes.  

Also, it represents the efficiency of the protocol in sending data packets to their destination. 
 

PDR=                                                                                (1) 
 

b) Average end to end  Delay 

This metric provides the average time in seconds occupied from a data packages to reach their 

relevant targets.  
 

C) Routing Package Overhead Is a rate among the overall control packages numbers produced to 

the overall number of data packages established throughout the time of simulate. All hop-wise 

communication of a controller package counts as one communication. The over-all number of 

control packages is computed by number of route replies, route requests, and route errors of each 

protocol. It is used to examine communication overhead caused by secured protocol. 
 

RPO=                                 Total Number of Transmitted Packets       (2) 
 

6. Simulation Results and Analysis 
A results of simulation revealed that SecDSR outperforms unsecured DSR in details of package 

delivery rate. The Table2  and figure 2 show the different between the proposed SecDsr and 

Dsr.However, SecDSR increases routing overheads as result of the adding of the hash value on 

every authentication which caused  the increase in size of each packet. This increased overhead 

causes some congestion in the network and consequently growths end-to-end  wait. At higher 

network sizes, SecDSR exhibits higher delay than DSR due to the increased overhead which it 

decreased available network capacity. Three basic metrics are used to evaluate performance of non 

secured and secured routing protocols are analyzed as follows.  
 

6.1 Packet Delivery Ratio 
The unsecured DSR and SecDSR protocols exhibited similar behavior with respect to package 

delivery ratio. The package delivery ratio is not greatly affected with additional overheads of 

encryption, throughout route discovery and maintenance process. As SecDSR uses authentication 

with shared keys between nodes, it takes more time for route discovery and once secure routes are 

discovered the delivery ratio increases gradually because of the secure route. Once routes are 

discovered, the SecDSR protocol presented a slightly upper PDR in relation to the unsecured DSR. 

As network size increment. SecDSR presented a similar delivery ratio, as both protocols operate 

under attack-free environment. In average, the two protocols gives a linear increment in packet 

delivery ratio as number of nodes increase up to 30 nodes, and then they decrease gradually due to 

network congestion. 
 

6.2 End to end Delay 
Is observed that DSR showed a better performance than SecDSR protocol. The key issue for 

the low performance of secured protocol is the important increment in time for authentication of 

packets in every intermediary node that compose route till the destination. Where, delay increases 

when a number of nodes increased. 
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6.3 Routing Overhead  

The efficiency of SecDSR is decreases whenever increase in number of nodes, because it is a source 

routing protocol and the rise in the number of nodes causes a important growth in routing overhead 

due the validation of packets is each intermediary node that comprise route until the destination. 
 

Table2 the different between SecDsr and UnsecuredDsr 

Secured DSR Unsecured DSR 

1. Based on symmetric cryptography to 

provide authentication during route 

discovery. 

2. Presented a slightly higher PDR. 

3. Increased end-to-end delay since the 

additional overheads of encryption. 

4. Increased routing overhead since the 

additional overheads of encryption. 

5. More security. 

 

1. Not based on symmetric 

cryptography. 

2. Presented less PDR. 

3. Decreased end-to-end delay since 

have not additional overheads of 

encryption. 

4. Decreased routing overhead since 

have not additional overheads of 

encryption. 

5. Less security. 
 

 
 

 

Figure2 the PDR for SecDsr and Dsr 

 

7. Conclusion and Future Work 
We are confirmed from the analysis and simulation that the influence due to the adding of 

security mechanism was high. Using of security protocol will be implicated in greater values for 

end-to-end  wait and routing overhead metrics. Therefore, the usage or lack security routing 

protocols will be directly relevant by the reason for which the ad hoc wireless network will be used 

and by the predictable values for the performance metrics. Finally, the prove of security 

improvement is outer the domain of this paper and additional effort is required to a proper model 

based on hard mathematic grounds that can exactly offer a description for secured ad hoc routing 

and to properly verify if a proposed protocol satisfy the description under assured assumptions. 
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